Simple Present Signalwörter - Arbeitsblatt

Simple Present signal words: always, every, never, normally, now and then, occasionally, often, rarely, seldom, sometimes, usually.

Signal words Simple Present – examples:
I always eat chocolate.
We visit our uncle every month.
He always takes his dog for a walk.

1. Put the signal word and the verb into the gaps.

Example: They always go to school from Monday to Friday. always go

They never go to school on Saturday or Sunday. __________ __________

I never drink coffee in the morning. __________ __________

Ben often reads the newspapers. __________ __________

She is always late. __________ __________

We never sleep before 9 o’clock. __________ __________

They always work early. __________ __________

He comes to my house every Friday. __________ __________

Peter often loses his bike key. __________ __________

I eat an orange every day. __________ __________

We sometimes write tests. __________ __________

I always drink tea. __________ __________

She visits her parents every month. __________ __________
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